HAZARD IDENTIFICATION (What can affect safety) ASSESS THE RISK (What could happen)

R I S K CONTROLS THAT WILL BE USED (Safe Work Procedures)
Operation of Boom Type EWP
Operator not licenced, trained or qualified to Operate Machine could result in the machine being used in an unsafe condition.
4
• Operator must be trained and competent to use this equipment.eg: EWPAA "Yellow" Card.
• 
• Prior to using EWP, Operator must conduct Pre-Operational Checks using the EWP's logbook /Operators Manual as a reference.
SAFE WORK METHOD STATEMENT (Page 2)
JOB SEQUENCE (Outline each task to do the job)
HAZARD IDENTIFICATION (What can affect safety) ASSESS THE RISK (What could happen)
R I S K CONTROLS THAT WILL BE USED (Safe Work Procedures)
Crushing (Squashing):
Tools or material falling from Platform.
Someone being crushed when slewing, raising or lowering boom.
4
• Barricade off work area and place warning signs.
• Clear all personnel from the area before raising, lowering or slewing the boom. • Do not perform work that will subject the boom to a side force greater than the machines rated side loading eg: pushing & pulling on a fixed structure when working from the platform.
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JOB SEQUENCE (Outline each task to do the job)
HAZARD IDENTIFICATION (What can affect safety) ASSESS THE RISK (What could happen)
R I S K CONTROLS THAT WILL BE USED (Safe Work Procedures)
Operation of Boom Type EWP EWP tipping or rolling over. 4
• Overhanging loads such as pipes must not be lifted with the boom unless done so with a rack approved by the manufacturer.
• NB: Overhanging loads can alter the boom's centre of gravity and cause it to tip over.
• If fitted with an oscillating axle and the Boom is on uneven ground and needs to be driven, use with extreme care.
• If one or more wheels are not making full contact with the ground, exercise extreme caution and fully lower the platform(if safe to do so) then drive/reposition machine so all wheels make full contact with the ground again. • Clearly define the work area.
SWMS: Boom
• Keep all personnel clear.
• Personnel must not refuel EWP while platform is elevated or in operation.
Operation of Boom Type of EWP
Electrical:
Electrocution from Overhead Power lines.
5
• Maintain mandatory minimum clearances from overhead power lines as defined by Regulatory Authorities.
• Barricade off work areas.
• • Use weatherproof equipment/fittings outside.
• If using a high pressure cleaning machine do not use near control boxes or other electric/electronic components.
Operation of Boom Type of EWP
Entanglement:
Becoming entangled in moving parts 4
• Keep personnel clear.
• Barricade off/designate work area.
• Never wear loose fitting clothing etc…eg safety vest to be done up.
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SWMS: Boom Refuelling: When refuelling, sparks, flames, hot engine can ignite fuel.
4
• The Operator must shut down the engine prior to refuelling.
• Refuelling must take place in a well ventilated area.
• Operator must ensure that there are no naked flames in the area.
• DO NOT SMOKE.
• Avoid spilling fuel & collect any fuel run off.
• Refuelling must not occur when platform/basket is elevated.
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SWMS: Boom 
Welding from Basket 3
• When gas/arc welding from basket cover boom so that loose fragments don't hit machine especially the battery and hydraulic hoses as sparks can cause fire.
Operation of Boom Type of EWP
Coming in contact with Hot parts 3
• Keep clear of engine and exhaust outlet.
Inclement Weather:
Exposure of personnel to inclement weather.
Noise:
Exposure to noise. • Wear appropriate Hearing Protection.
Operation of Boom Type of EWP
Slipping, Tripping & Falling:
Falling from Platform.
4
• Remain within the confines of Basket/Platform. Never sit, stand or climb on handrails.
• At all times when in platform wear full body harness and lanyard assembly, always ensure it's attached to the specified anchor point.
• Never use ladders or scaffolding on the Basket/Platform. • Never enter or exit the platform when elevated.
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Operation of Boom Type of EWP
Suffocation:
Suffocation due to lack of oxygen, or atmospheric contamination.
Expose to exhaust fumes, from other equipment in the vicinity especially if sited in a confined space.
4
• Use confined space procedures where applicable.
• Operator/End User must ensure that the Boom is used in a well ventilated area.
• If working in poorly ventilated areas monitor exhaust fumes at regular intervals. (Checklist of Items that may be required for the job activity)
SWMS: Boom
WORKCOVER APPROVALS / CERTIFICATES
All Operators of Boom Type EWP's that have a platform height greater than 11mtrs must hold a Prescribed Occupation Certificate-WP
